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Introduction

Over the last 7 years, a massive amount of material has been written about Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO). The majority of the information is acceptable, but a lot of dated 
information is still being promoted as best practices (exact match domain names, 
keyword density targets, exact anchor text, and so on). In this eBook, you’ll learn 
the current best practices in SEO that companies of all sizes can use to increase 
site visibility and visitor numbers, and, most importantly, conversion rates.

According to Google, 89% of B2B researchers use the internet during the B2B 
research process. Additionally, 71% of B2B researchers start their research 
with a generic search (non branded). And B2B researchers, on average, 
are doing 12 searches prior to engaging on a specific brand’s website. 

What does that mean for you? Most of your potential buyers 
are going to search online for information before making a 
purchase. In order to have a chance to make the sale, you 
have to be found. As a result, you have to be find-able.

This book is your guide to the basics of search  
engine optimization.

SEO 101 |  1www.Act-On.com
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How Search Engines Make Money

(and Why It Matters)

There are two kinds of search results:

• Organic results are “natural” results. Search engines 
attempt to return the web pages most relevant to the 
search query, and rank results according to perceived 
value derived through complicated algorithms.

• Paid results – so-called pay-per-click (PPC) ads – are placed by 
advertisers (or third-party advertising networks) and displayed 
according to a formula that includes how much the advertiser is 
willing to pay, how relevant the ad is to the keyword, and the quality 
of the landing page. 
 
Search engines make money by getting searchers to click on ads. 
These ads are displayed both on the search engine results pages 
(SERPs) and on ad networks they are associated with. Just as with 
any other medium, the more people that use a specific search 
engine, the more advertisers are willing to pay for their ad to run.

Search engines are extremely vested in providing the best, most relevant organic search results – every single time. It’s 
the only quality that makes them sticky, and the only competitive edge that matters in their business model. Their market 
share will always be fragile, as there’s a very low barrier for the user to switch search engines. If a searcher doesn’t trust that 
the search engine they’re using provides the best results, they just visit a different one and repeat the search. This erodes 
the search engine’s user base, which means fewer searches to serve ads against … and lower rates for the PPC ads.

http://www.Act-On.com
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All of the major search engines 
are working very hard to 
increase the quality of their 
organic results. For example, 
Google typically makes 
between 500 and 600 algorithm 
changes each year. The 
majority of these updates are 
fairly minor, just small feature 
improvements or minor tweaks 
to how Google ranks a site. As 
an example, Google update 
#82580 was an improvement 
for showing the sunrise and 
sunset times search feature.

Major Algorithm Updates 
Although most changes to search engines 
are minor, there are a few major algorithm 
updates each year that have significantly 
wider impact. These algorithm changes 
are generally named, and are focused on 
improving a searcher’s experience with the 
organic results. They often involve boosting 
Google’s ability to detect web pages that 
deliver a bad experience or are trying to trick 
the search engines into ranking them better.

It’s likely that any algorithm 
change will affect you 
POSITIVELY rather than 
negatively, if your site has:

• original, high-quality 
content, and

• links from high-quality,  
  relevant websites 

Major changes in the last several years include:

Panda, which was designed to lower the rank of low-quality 
sites, advertising-heavy pages, and duplicate content.

Penguin looks for link spam and devalues it. 

Hummingbird is actually a major infrastructure change that incorporates Penguin and 
Panda, among a flock of other algorithms. With this change Google sought to do a better 
job with “semantic search,” partly as a response to the fast-growing use of mobile devices. 
The goal was to better match search results to the user intent underlying the query.

Regardless of whatever algorithms are added or updated in the future, search 
engines will always be tightly focused on providing the best experience for the 
searcher in order to become (or remain) the engine of choice, grow their traffic 
numbers, and charge more for advertising. This will continue to work in your favor 
if you optimize your site and content to deliver what people want to find.

How Search Engines Make Money (And Why It Matters) 
(continued)

http://www.Act-On.com
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Know Your Audience

The First Step in Writing Great Content for the Web 
  
... is learning about your audience. If you’re new to writing for the web or 
are trying to reach a new audience, it’s worth going through a formal process 
to define your reader personas. Begin by assessing your best customers, 
the ones you’d like to replicate. Determine the characteristics they have 
in common, and then create a persona that exemplifies them:

Begin by 
assessing your 
best customers.
Determine the 
characteristics 
they have in 
common, and 
then create a 
persona that 
exemplifies  
them.

For a B2B company, you might wish to 
determine whether your ideal reader is ...

• In a specific industry

• In a specific department

• In a specific size of company

• At a particular level of responsibility

• In a specific geographic location

• Using a particular tool or program

For a B2C company, the 
characteristics of your ideal reader 
could include factors like:

• Gender

• Age

• Owns a smart phone

• Plays sports

• Travels for work 12+ times 
annually

If you already have a strong understanding of your target audience, do 
a brief, informal persona review in your head before beginning work 
on content for your new web page or your next blog post. 

http://www.Act-On.com
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Know What Your Readers Want

You can think of your persona as someplace along a 
continuum that approximates the buyer’s journey:

The same content will not work for all stages. Is your persona:

• Looking for a general category of information? (Awareness)

• Looking for a solution to a specific problem? (Interest)

• Looking for an enterprise solution? (Awareness-Interest)

• Identifying and comparing specific products or vendors? 
(Consideration-Purchase)

• Looking for help with one of your products they already own?  
(Post-Purchase)

• Looking to replace or upgrade a product, and planning to remain loyal 
to you? (Re-Purchase)

• A college student writing a research paper? (Awareness)

AWARENESS INTEREST CONSIDERATION

PURCHASEPOST-PURCHASE RE-PURCHASE

Understand Why People May 
Search for Your Content

This next step will help you refine your 
thinking, create content that connects 
with your target audience, and select 
the appropriate words and terms that 
resonate with your audience. The content 
that you create to meet the needs of 
your persona is also likely to rank better 
in search engines. Nice benefit!

People search for a variety of 
reasons. Common reasons in the 
B2B realm include searching to:

• Understand a product category

• Learn about a product or solution

• Solve a specific problem

Common reasons in the B2C 
realm include searching to:

• Find the best deal

• Find the closest location

• Locate a product or service  
that’s advertised

http://www.Act-On.com
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All About Keywords

A keyword is the word (or phrase) you want searchers to find your 
page for. It should clearly identify what your page is about.

• Your page content is (or should be) about one main thing. Choose a  
keyword that:

• Represents your content well

• Is likely used by people searching for information about that 
one main thing

• Your keyword can contain more than one word

• If your keyword contains several words, the order in which 
you use the words matters. As an example, “Symptoms of 
diabetes” although similar in meaning, is not quite the same 
as “diabetes symptoms,” and returns different rankings.  
(See page 11 for more detail on this distinction) 

• Do the research to discover likely keywords. Ask people, 
drill down in social media, do a survey, and use 
Google’s Keyword Planner

• Understand who your ideal reader is, and use the 
same natural language and terms as they do

• Don’t use more than one keyword (or phrase)

www.Act-On.com SEO 101 |  6
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Talk to real live people. If you have existing customers, listen to the language they use. How do they describe 
your products? How do they talk about the problems they are having? When they get excited about new features, 
what words do they use to talk about them? If you go to a conference or event, take an informal survey. Ask 
people, “If you were looking for (my product, a solution to this problem, etc.), what would you search for?”

Drill down in social media, especially if you’re just launching a product. Read blog posts and do lots of research 
on a wide range of sites. As an example, see which Twitter search terms turn up your potential customers.

Finally, use the Google Keyword Planner. You’ll need to have a Google AdWords account to access the tool, but the account 
is free and you don’t need to buy an ad to use it. When you enter a keyword in the Keyword Planner it will output:

• An estimate of the number of exact match searches performed on that keyword monthly

• A list of keywords that its (ever-more-intelligent) database thinks are similar to the one you entered, along with the same 
estimated total for each of those.

You can filter by location, languages, 
devices people are using to access the 
search engines, and other factors.

For example, if you’re planning to offer a 
white paper on a landing page, you want 
to know how people look for the term. Are 
they using the one-word “whitepaper” or 
the two-word “white paper?” It turns out 
that searchers are more than twice as likely 
to look for “white paper” than “whitepaper,” 
so that’s the term you should use.

www.Act-On.com

Do The Research To Discover Keywords
ALL ABOUT KEYWORDS 
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The Google Keyword Planner will also give you suggestions of keywords 
(related to what you searched on) that you might be interested in. Based on 
the white paper results, you might want to create a “How to write a white 
paper” article – if you know it will meet the needs of your target audience.

In summary, in this stage you want to identify words your audience uses 
to look for content you are going to create. You can do this by:

• Asking customers how they would find a specific product or category
• Analyzing existing search engine referrals
• Researching external keyword databases
• Listing product names (and their generic equivalents)

The most important thing to keep in mind when creating content is to 
write for your audience – not for search engines. Some website owners 
and search engine optimizers use tricks to try to fool search engines into 
sending traffic to a page. This is a very bad idea for a couple of reasons:

ALL ABOUT KEYWORDS 

Do The Research To Discover Keywords (continued)

CO-OCCURRENCE  
AND PROOF WORDS

Search engines want to return pages 
that are highly credible, with rich 
information. As semantic search continues 
to evolve, search engines are looking 
for (and rewarding) words and phrases 
beyond just keywords. For example, if 
you have a page on a vintage Mustang 
car, Google would consider words like 
“Ford,” “wheels,” “engine,”and “car” 
that co-occur on the page to be further 
proof the page is indeed about a Mustang 
car. If you write to give the reader the 
best experience possible, this use of 
“proof” words will happen naturally. 

• The Google police will catch you. Google and the other search engines actively look for websites that violate their 
terms and conditions. They continually update their algorithms to automatically detect pages and websites trying to 
cheat the system. Even if you aren’t caught by the algorithm, the search engines review reports of cheating submitted 
by the public and will take manual action to punish sites that get caught attempting to fool the algorithm, or violating 
the guidelines.

• The second (and more important) reason is that the search engines are not your target audience. People are. You want 
your readers to appreciate the content so much that they read it, recommend it, and return. If the content they discover 
when they visit your site via search is misleading, they’ll skip away and never become buyers or advocates. Bringing 
random traffic to your site won’t accomplish your goals. 

http://www.Act-On.com
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Once you know who you are writing for and why they’re 
looking for your content, you’re almost ready to start 
writing. There’s one more important step before you get 
started: You need to know the language of your audience.

This is more than knowing your target audience 
speaks US English, or British English, or Russian, 
or Japanese. It’s about the actual words they use 
when talking about your products, the industry 
you are in, or whatever they are looking for.

For example, suppose you manufacture 
automotive accessories. You want to promote a 
new anti-slip mat for car trunks to a UK audience. 
You should write about “boot liners.”

 
If you write about “boot liners” for a US 
audience, you will get very different results.

Word Choices and Natural Language
ALL ABOUT KEYWORDS 

A Note About Long-tail Keywords

 
“Long tail” keywords often contain 
as many as five to seven words.

It’s estimated that more than 70% of Google search terms 
are long tail. They are used by people looking for something 
very specific: “digital camera” is short and general (710M 
results); “canon digital rebel xti 10.1mp digital slr ef-s 18 
55mm f/3.5-5.6 lens” is long and specific (54k results). The 
long tail keyword is more likely to make the search more 
successful for both the searcher and the site found.

Long tail keywords:

• Bring more high-intent visitors to your site
• Are less competitive
• Clearly illustrate the searcher’s intent
• Keep visitors on your site longer (if you’ve met their 

exact needs)

In general, your shorter and more general keywords are 
useful for traffic in the early part of the buyer’s journey, 
when people are doing broad research; long-tail keywords 
are more useful for people who skew toward the end of 
the process and know exactly what they’re looking for.

http://www.Act-On.com
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Five Best Practices For Writing Content
Tips to serve both search engines and your visitors 

1. Target one keyword per page.  
Remember the keyword research you did when 
you were considering your target audience? Pick 
the single word or phrase that  article or page 
you’re writing should distill, and be found by. 
Select something that will resonate with your 
audience.  

2. Include the keyword in your copy. 
If visitors come to a page on your website 
from a search engine, they expect to see 
the words they searched for on the page. 
You want to use each keyword phrase three 
to four times within your copy – more if it 
makes sense and still sounds natural. Longer 
copy gives you more chances to do this.

Target one keyword per page1

 Include the keyword in your copy2

 Use the exact term3

Optimize, but don’t overdo it 4

 Page length5



Five Best Practices for Writing Content (continued)

3. Use the exact term.  
Search engines are very good at interpreting a searcher’s intent, but they still rank pages that exactly match a searcher’s 
query higher than a page that has all the words – just in a different order. Your keyword research told you how your 
customers think and the words they use. This includes the order in which they use words. Write your content accordingly.

As an example, “symptoms of diabetes” returns different rankings than “diabetes symptoms.” MayoClinic.com didn’t rank in 
the top three for “symptoms of diabetes.” They instead optimized for “diabetes symptoms,” probably because their research 
showed that this was the precise term much of their audience was using. The other factors remain the same, but because the 
word order matches the search query, they are able to bump WebMD and About.com down and take the number two spot on 
a query that gets 673,000 searches each month. This increased ranking for this one term brings MayoClinic.com an estimated 
40,000 additional highly qualified visitors each month who would otherwise go to one of their competitors. 
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Five Best Practices for Writing Content  
(continued)
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4. Optimize, but don’t overdo it.  
You are writing for real people, not search engines. You want your 
writing to sound natural. If your text sounds awkward to you, slice 
your keyword usage or use synonyms. Have a coworker read it and 
give you feedback. If that’s not possible, read it out loud.

People may not consciously know what’s wrong with your page, but 
if you use the exact same words in the exact same order, too many 
times, your visitors will feel like something isn’t right. This requires a 
balancing act with #3 (“Use the exact term”), but you want to make 
sure that you use natural language to communicate your message 
(synonyms, varying word order, etc.). Synonyms help make copy 
read more naturally; they may serve as proof words, as well.

Use the exact term in the most strategic locations, including the 
URL, title tag, and headlines (see the next section, “How To 
Optimize a Page,” for details). Use it throughout the body copy 
when appropriate, but if a different term makes more sense 
when you’re writing the main copy on the page, use it!

Never sacrifice the user experience to 
force your copy to meet an SEO goal.

http://www.Act-On.com
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Five Best Practices for Writing Content  
(continued)

5. Page length.  
Page length should be dictated by the message you want to communicate, not 
an arbitrary limit. However, a minimum of 300 words is a good target. Longer 
copy provides a better opportunity for keyword placement that sounds 
good and allows you to provide more information to your visitors.

A few other considerations: 
• Structure your content so it’s easy to read. Use subheads, bullets, 

and numbering, and break long paragraphs up into shorter ones. 
The easier your content is to read, the more likely it is the reader 
will remain on the page to read it. More time spent on the page 
tells the search engines your content is valuable.

• Make every word count.

• Duplicate content filters are getting more aggressive. If two 
pages are using the same metadata and have very similar 
HTML title tags, perhaps you don’t need both pages. 
Combining them or making them distinctly different 
will make life easier for your reader.

www.Act-On.com SEO 101 |  13
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How to Optimize a Page

Tag1

3

Understand which parts of a page are most strategic 

Judicious keyword use will help search engines find and deliver your content to the people who are looking for it.

1
2

4

5

URL2

Headlines & Sub-headlines 
(H1 & H2)3

Call to Action Links  
(hyperlinks)4

Main Body Copy, 
Top to Bottom5

http://www.Act-On.com
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The title tag is the most important tag on the page. It helps 
tell both search engines and searchers what the page is 
about. It’s displayed when someone bookmarks your page 
and is shown in search results and at the top of a browser 
window when someone is looking at the page. A well-
written title tag uses the same keywords your audience 
uses, will help your page rank better, and will increase the 
number of searchers who click through to your content.

Title Tag
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 1 A good title tag is between 8 and ~55 characters (including spaces)

• If it’s shorter than 8 characters, you’ll have a hard time effectively communicating what the page is about.
• A 2014 Google SERP redesign changed the 65-character title length recommendation. A title using letters that render wide 

(“m”, “w”, etc.) will be cut off at fewer characters than a title using letters that render thin (“l”, “i”, etc.). Using capital letters 
takes up more space. And Google bolds keywords, so your title will display differently depending on the keywords searchers 
use to find it. According to Moz.com, if all of your title tags were exactly 55 characters long, then you could expect about 
95% of them to be left alone (1 in 20 would be cut off). For titles of 49 characters, 99.9% should display fully.

TIPS FOR A GOOD TITLE TAG  

• In the example on the left, the full title of the Einstein 
Bros title is Einstein Bros Bagels: Fresh Bagels, Bagel 
Sandwiches, Coffee & Espresso: 71 characters gets 
cropped to 58.

http://www.Act-On.com
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Title Tag (continued)
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 2  The title tag should accurately describe the page

• It is extremely important to use your focus keyword in 
the title. This is the word (or phrase) you want searchers 
to find your page for. They are far more likely to click on 
your listing if they see the keyword in the title.

• It’s best to use the focus keywords in exactly the same 
order as you use them in the rest of the page (“diabetes 
symptoms” is different than “symptoms of diabetes”), 
but it’s not mandatory. It’s still possible to rank well 
when the words are out of order, but your page won’t 
rank as highly as it will when the order matches the 
keyword your searchers use.

• You have a limited space for characters and spaces to 
communicate what the page is about; it’s best to use 
the focus keyword just once.

• Make sure the title tag corresponds with the reasons 
people would visit the page. “Smartphones: The 
top 10 phones for social media” will create different 
expectations and appeal to a different audience than 
“Cheap smartphones.”

• For many people, the title tag will be their first 
introduction to your brand. Make sure you make a good 
first impression.

 3  Put the keyword early in the title

• It is best if you can use the focus keyword starting in the 
first 10 characters of the title, but don’t sacrifice a great 
title to force this.

• Google attributes more value to the first words in a title 
tag than the last ones.

• Research shows that the first 11 characters determine 
whether someone continues to read on, or not.

 4 Each page should have a unique title tag

• Every page on your website should be unique. It solves 
a specific problem, addresses a specific need, conveys 
unique information, or answers a specific question. The 
title tag should reflect this. If the page is similar enough 
to another page that you need (or want) to use the same 
title tag, do you really need this additional page?

• If you can’t decide what a page is really about and what 
makes it unique – then neither Google nor your visitors 
will be able to figure it out either.

http://www.Act-On.com
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The URL is an extremely important place to put 
your keyword. It will help your page ranking 
because when people link to your page, the link 
they use will automatically include your keyword. 
Having the keyword in the URL also helps 
visitors make the decision to visit your page.

When you use multiple words to form a keyword, 
separate the words with a hyphen (“diabetes-
symptoms”). Removing the spaces and smashing the 
words together (“diabetessymptoms”) makes them 
hard to read and creates a keyword unlikely to be used 
by a searcher. An underscore is treated as an actual 
character instead of a word separator (e.g., “diabetes_
symptoms” reads as one single 17-letter word).

If you are researching diabetes symptoms, which 
of these two pages are you more likely to visit?

URL
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 1  A good URL is shorter than 115 characters

• Search engines will index URLs over 115 characters, but 
research shows content with shorter URLs has a higher 
click-through-rate than content with long URLs. Try to 
keep them as short as naturally possible.

 2  The URL should accurately describe the page

• It’s extremely important to use your keyword in the URL. 
This is the word (or phrase) you want searchers to find 
your page for. They are far more likely to click on your 
listing if they see the keyword in the URL.

• It’s best if you use the words in the keyword in exactly 
the same order you use them in the rest of the page 
(“diabetes-symptoms” is different than “symptoms-of-
diabetes”), but it isn’t mandatory. It’s possible to rank 
well when the words are out of order, but your page will 
rank even better if the order exactly matches the order 
your searchers use to find the page.

• Keep the URL as short as naturally possible while still 
being able to communicate what the page is about. Use 
the keyword just once.

TIPS FOR A GOOD URL  

http://www.Act-On.com
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The meta description displays in your listing. If you 
use it well, it conveys to the reader what the page is 
about and offers a compelling glimpse of content.

In the yellow-highlighted USGS example below, 
you get a good idea what the page consists of. In 
the Merriam-Webster example, it appears that the 
meta description was left blank. Sometimes, by 
default, Google will fill empty meta descriptions 
with content chosen by an algorithm. If it’s 
clumsy, it could do you more harm than good.

Meta Description
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 1 A good meta description is shorter than 
150 characters (including spaces)

• Search engines will index up to 255 characters (including 
spaces) of the meta description, but anything over 
150 characters (including spaces) will be hidden from 
searchers and unable to influence which search result 
they choose. They will see only an ellipsis (…).

• Since the main benefit of the meta description is to 
get searchers excited about visiting the page, content 
hidden by the search engines is wasted.

The meta description doesn’t impact the ranking 
itself, but a well-written description is in essence 
advertising your content to searchers, showing 
them exactly how your page delivers what 
they’re looking for. If you leave the description 
blank, you are wasting this opportunity.

TIPS FOR A GOOD META DESCRIPTION  
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 2 The meta description should 
accurately describe the page

• It is extremely important to use your focus keyword in 
the meta description. People are far more likely to click 
on your listing if they see the words in the description.

• It’s best to use the focus keywords in exactly the same 
order you use them in the rest of the page (“diabetes 
symptoms” is different than “symptoms of diabetes”), 
but it isn’t mandatory. Using the words in the same 
order that searchers use is a strong indicator to them 
that the page is relevant to what they’re searching for.

• You have only 150 characters and spaces to 
communicate what the page is about; it’s best to use 
the focus keyword just once.

• Make sure the meta description corresponds with the 
reasons people would visit the page.

Meta Description (continued)
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 3 Each page of your website should have  
a unique description

• Each page on your website should be unique. It should 
solve a specific problem, address a specific need, 
convey unique information, etc. The page’s meta 
description should reflect this.

• If the page is similar enough to another page that you 
need (or want) to use the same description, consider 
carefully whether you really need this additional page.

http://www.Act-On.com
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Headlines help your audience 
understand what a page is 
about and quickly navigate to 
the sections that interest them. 
Search engines understand 
this and look at content with 
header tags <h1> to help 
understand what a page is 
about. It’s important to keep 
this text to headline length; 
if you have a paragraph of 
text in an <h1> tag, search 
engines will think it’s spam. Try 
to limit your <h1> tags to 10 
or fewer words (~65 or fewer 
characters, including spaces).

Headlines and Subheads
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 1 A good H1 heading is shorter than 65 characters

• Search engines will index the entire H1 tag, but if it’s too long they will discount it 
as spam. The H1 should be a short description of what visitors can see on the page.

TIPS FOR A GOOD H1 HEADING  

 2 The H1 heading should accurately describe the page

• It’s extremely important to use your focus keyword in the H1 heading. Searchers are 
far more likely to stay on the page if they see the keyword in the heading.

• It’s best to use the focus keywords in exactly the same order as you use them in the 
rest of the page (“diabetes symptoms” is different than “symptoms of diabetes”), 
but it isn’t mandatory. Using the words in the same order that searchers use is a 
strong indicator to them that the page is relevant to what they are looking for.

• You have only 65 characters (including spaces) to communicate what the page is 
about; use the focus keyword just once.

• Make sure the H1 heading corresponds with the reasons people would visit the 
page.

• The H1 heading should be different than the Title tag.

http://www.Act-On.com
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 3 Put the focus keyword early in the H1 heading

• It’s best to use the focus keyword starting in the first 10 
characters of the H1 heading, but don’t sacrifice a great 
heading to force this.

• Google attributes more value to the first words in a 
heading than the last ones.

Headlines and Subheads (continued)
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

BODY CONTENT 

The most important thing to keep in mind while creating 
content is: Write for your audience. Not Google, not Bing, 
not Yahoo!. You want to attract the right visitors – the ones 
who will be happy with the content you are sharing with them. 
If your visitors find your content valuable, they will be more 
likely to link to it and share it with their social networks.

 

The most important thing to keep 
in mind while creating content 
is: Write for your audience.
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Alternative text is used with images (and other 
non-text content) to describe what the image 
shows. The words used within an image’s 
alt attribute should be its text equivalent, 
and convey the same information or serve 
the same purpose that the image would. 
This helps the visually impaired understand 
what an image is about, and it helps people 
whose browsers don’t download images. It’s 
also another chance to tell search engines 
what the image, and your page, are about.

When writing the alt text for an image, ask 
yourself this question: If you were to replace 
the image with the text, would most users 
receive the same basic information? 

Alt Text
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 1 Every image on the page should have alt text

• This is mandatory for accessibility.
• For images that play only a decorative role in the page, use 

an empty alt (e.g., alt=””) or a CSS background image so that 
reading browsers do not bother users by displaying text such 
as “spacer image.”

TIPS FOR GOOD ALT TEXT  

 2 Good alt text is shorter than 65 characters (including spaces)

• Make the alt text a short “stand in” to provide meaning in 
case the image doesn’t display
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Alt Text (continued)
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

 3 The alt text should accurately represent the image

• It’s important to use your keyword in the alt text of your images. Search engines use 
the alt text to help determine what an image is about.

• It is best to use the focus keywords in exactly the same order as you use them in the 
rest of the page (“diabetes symptoms” is different than “symptoms of diabetes”), 
but it isn’t mandatory. Using the words in the same order that searchers use is a 
strong indicator to them that the image is relevant to what they’re looking for.

• Google has not given guidelines for alt text lengths. Tests run as recently as 2015 show a 16-word limit average, 
so using 65 characters (including spaces) to communicate what the image is about remains a valid guideline. Use 
the keyword just once.
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Ranking
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PAGE 

HTTPS As a Ranking Signal 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is the same 
communications protocol as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 
but it adds a secure socket layer (SSL) for security purposes. 

You’ll see examples of HTTPS on banking and investment websites, 
ecommerce websites, and most websites that require you to log in.

Google is very vested in security; people using Google products (including 
Search, Gmail and Google Drive) automatically have a secure connection to 
Google, and the company is active in industry efforts to make the Internet 
safer. In 2014, Google announced that it is starting to use HTTPS as a 
ranking signal; this means that a page with the HTTPS protocol may rank 
higher than a page that is otherwise equal but uses the HTTP protocol. 

Beginning in 2017, Google began marking “HTTP pages that 
collect passwords or credit cards as non-secure, as part of a 
long-term plan to mark all HTTP sites as non-secure.” 

http://www.Act-On.com
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How to Optimize a Website

Site Maps and Sitemaps
One of the first things you want to do when you restructure your site or add a new 
piece of quality content is add it to your site maps. You don’t need to do this 
with every blog post, but you should list every main page in your website that 
you would like your visitors to be able to find. Including pages in a site map 
doesn’t guarantee that the search engines will index them, but it helps.

There are two major types of site maps, and you need both:

• An HTML site map is a standard web page that is public-facing 
and intended to help real people.

• An XML sitemap is a file written in computer code (Extensible 
Markup Language) that’s written only for search engines and is 
not public-facing. It isn’t linked to a place where people can 
find it, and most people couldn’t understand the code even 
if they found the file.

Note the different spellings: HTML site maps use “site map.” 
XML sitemaps use the term as one word, “sitemap.”
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HTML Site Maps
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

HTML site maps are intended to make 
a visit to your site easier for your 
visitors. People navigate the Web in 
different ways, so you want to give them 
multiple ways to find your content.

A site map lets people find specific 
pages without having to go through 
menus or other navigation. Since HTML 
site maps are treated like any other 
web page on your site, they’re also a 
good way for search engines to discover 
more of your pages. In general:

• If your site has fewer than 200 pages, 
you can include everything in one site 
map

• If your site has 200 or more pages, 
consider a main site map that has the 
top level pages and links to category-
specific site maps

Your task-oriented visitors aren’t there for pretty graphics; they don’t 
want to read paragraphs of text, and they don’t want to spend a lot of 
time trying to figure out which link they should click. Give them a nice, 
clean layout with logical headings, subheadings, and page names. 
Apple does a good job with their site map. It’s categorized into major 
product categories, such as “iPod:” It’s good to include a link to the 
site map in the footer of every page. People expect to see it there, 
so it’s easy for them to find. Since search engines look for page links 
and this is a page link, search engines will discover it (and therefore 
every page on your site) if they discover any page on your site.

http://www.Act-On.com
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XML Sitemaps
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

An XML sitemap is a file created specifically for search engines. 
Having one won’t guarantee the search engines will index all of the 
pages in your site, and won’t influence how the pages rank. But it’s 
the quickest and easiest way for search engines to learn about your 
pages and it gives you the best chance to get them indexed.

Since sitemaps are intended for search engines instead of human visitors, there is a 
specific format for the file that you must follow. The sitemap must: 

• Begin with an opening 
<urlset> tag and end with 
a closing </urlset> tag

• Specify the namespace 
(protocol standard) within 
the <urlset> tag

• Include a <url> entry for 
each URL, as a parent XML 
tag

• Include a <loc> child entry 
for each <url> parent tag

• All other tags are optional

If your website is using Wordpress or another popular  CMS platform, you 
can likely utilize an XML sitemap plugin, such as that offered by Yoast.

All URLs in a sitemap must 
be from a single domain, 
such as “www.example.com” 
or “store.example.com.” 

You can see more examples 
and all the options at 
www.sitemaps.org.

http://www.Act-On.com
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Image and Video Search
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

Image Search

Once you have a standard XML sitemap, 
you can expand it to include your 
images. This will help search engines 
such as Google discover the images 
you have on your site, so those images 
can be included in image search. Like 
the standard XML sitemap, there is 
a specific format to follow for image 
search, and the details can be found at 
this Google webmaster support page. 

Video search

A video sitemap is another addition to your XML sitemap. It’s the 
most complicated of the sitemaps, but if you have video content 
you would like people to discover in search engines, it’s worth 
taking the time to expand your XML sitemap to include it. Video 
content includes web pages that embed video, URLs to players 
for video, or the URLs of raw video content hosted on your site.

Each URL entry must contain 
the following information:

• Title

• Description

• Landing page URL

• Thumbnail URL

• Raw video file location 
and/or the player URL 
(SWF)

You can learn more 
about video sitemaps 
at this Google 
webmaster support page.

http://www.Act-On.com
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When you create a custom 404 page, 
there are a few things to keep in mind:

• The page is there to help people understand where 
they are when they get lost.

• Your visitor may be disappointed by not landing on 
the page they expected. Don’t let this feel like a 
wrong turn into a blind alley. Make sure they have a 
positive experience, and use this as an opportunity 
to reinforce your brand.

• Provide links back to the main domain, ensuring 
users and search engines can access other pages on 
your site.

• Link to key content:

• Important/popular pages

• Articles/videos

• Contact information

• Demo sign-up

• Site map

• Link to the site map

There are great examples of custom 404 pages that 
range from a basic glorified site map to the humorous; 
just for fun, search for “custom 404 page examples.” 
If you want to see what a specific website is doing for 
their 404 page, go to the website and try and access a 
page you know won’t exist. For example, if you want 
to see Apple.com’s 404 page, you could paste this 
string into your browser: http://www.apple.com/asdf.

Custom 404 
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

No matter how careful you 
are, people will occasionally 
get to a page on your website 
that doesn’t work. Perhaps 
you moved a page and forgot 
to set up a redirect, or maybe 
you mistyped an internal link 
when you were building a page. 
Sometimes it’s completely 
out of your control; perhaps 
the visitor mistyped a URL, or 
another website linked to a 
page on your site that doesn’t 
exist. By default, every web 
server will return an error message with some version of “404 
Page Not Found” when this happens. By now, most people know 
that this means something went wrong and they’ll just move on, 
but there is a better way than an unsympathetic generic page.

All web servers give you the ability to configure a custom 404 
page. This is a standard web page you design to appear whenever 
someone tries to access a page that doesn’t exist. You want to 
ensure that it offers the visitor options to find what they’re looking 
for, with links to useful places. This is good for both visitors 
and search engines. Visitors are more likely to have a positive 
experience with your brand; search engines still have links on 
your site that they can follow and discover new content to index.

http://www.Act-On.com
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Canonical URL 
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

This is one of the most important things you can do to 
improve your SEO, and it’s the only thing in this eBook 
that doesn’t provide a direct benefit to the visitor.

One of the key factors in how a page ranks in the search 
engines is how many high-quality links are pointing to that 
specific page. If your website resolves with both  
www.your-domain.com and your-domain.com (no www), 
both versions will get links. Since the search engines 
treat www and non-www as separate sites, they will not 
combine the link scores from two versions of the same 
page. This means your pages are essentially cannibalizing 
each other; with this result, the version of the page you 
care about most will not rank as well as it could.

These four URLs will each be ranked separately, and any 
links will be shared among them indiscriminately:

• www.company.com

• company.com/

• www.company.com/index.html

• company.com/home.asp

To fix this, you need to choose a canonical URL and 
make it the standard for your brand. Decide if you want 
your website to show up with or without the www. With 
the www is more common, but it’s a matter of personal 
preference and doesn’t make a technical difference. 
Pick one and stick with it. Once you have decided which 
version you want to use, your webmaster will need to 
configure the canonical URL to be the one you selected.

Another common situation calling for a canonical URL is when 
several pages list the same set of products. For example, 
one page might display products sorted in alphabetical 
order, while other pages display the same products listed 
by price or by rating. If Google knows that these pages 
have the same content, it may choose to index only one 
version. Through using a rel=canonical, you can suggest to 
Google: “Of all these pages with identical content, this page 
is the most useful. Please prioritize it in search results.”
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301 Redirect
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

When redirection is accomplished, 
all links, clicks, traffic, etc., from the 
versions you didn’t select must be 
redirected to the version you did. Just 
make sure your webmaster sets up a 
301 redirect instead of a 302 redirect. 
He or she should know to do this 
without prompting, but it doesn’t hurt 
to make sure. A 301 redirect lets the 
search engines know that the content 
is permanently moved and they should 
apply all value from the old page to 
the new page. A 302 redirect tells the 
search engine that the move is only 
temporary and that they shouldn’t 
pass on any value to the new page.

For Act-On, we selected 
www.act-on.com as our canonical 
URL. If you go to the address bar 
in your web browser and enter 
Act-On.com or click a link that takes 
you to Act-On.com, you will notice 
that the address is automatically 
changed to www.act-on.com.

LINKS

301  
REDIRECT

ACT-ON.COM

WWW.ACT-ON.COM
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URL Hacking
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

Web visitors are getting more sophisticated at finding the 
content that interests them. Some even go so far as to hack 
URLs. This isn’t a malicious attempt to try to access parts 
of your site or get information that you don’t want them to 
have – it’s a way for them to get more of your quality content 
without having to go through your navigation menus.

The key to this is: Most quality sites have started using 
standard directory structures within the site. These directories 
may be different from every other site out there, but they’re 
consistent within the site, which means people can use logic 
and intuition to find what they want. Web visitors are starting 
to learn that if they edit the URL to remove the part specific 
to the page they’re currently on, they can get information 
that’s one step (or more) closer to the home page.

For example, if someone is on www.example.com/white-
papers/this-is-a-white-paper.html and they delete “/this-
is-a-white-paper.html,” they’ll probably find themself on 
a page that displays a list of all white papers on the site. 
This is often faster and easier than going through the menu 
structure to figure out where the list of white papers is.

You’ll need to work with your webmaster to get this 
structure configured in your system, and the directory-
level pages (e.g., a list of all white papers) will need to 
be created, but it’s well worth the effort. It gives your 
interested visitors more ways to choose their own path 
through your site to access your content … and you’re 
providing search engines an additional source of links.
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Breadcrumbs
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

Like most of the other suggestions in this eBook, breadcrumbs are a useful tactic to help both your site visitors and the search 
engines crawling your site. Breadcrumbs take their name from the Hansel and Gretel story, and are useful for helping your 
visitors find their way. They differ in a significant way: They are not a literal representation of the path your visitor took to get 
to the page they are on. Breadcrumbs are instead a representation of where the current page lives in the site hierarchy.

Breadcrumbs typically live in the upper left corner of a page (below the primary navigation) and are an easy way 
to both set the context of where the content lives in your site and help your site visitors navigate to higher-level 
content. This is usually similar to the results your visitors could get from URL hacking, but it’s more obvious and 
accessible – something you provide rather than making your visitor do the work. Since these are standard links, search 
engines will follow them, so breadcrumbs increase the odds that a search engine will discover your content.

Google believes breadcrumbs are important to help visitors understand the structure of the site and how the 
specific page fits into the site hierarchy. It will include breadcrumb navigation in search results when it can.
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Social Media and SEO
HOW TO OPTIMIZE A WEBSITE 

Along with optimizing your content and your pages, you should have a social strategy for SEO. Social media can include 
keywords that drive traffic to your website.

Social signals do not directly affect how websites rank in the search engine results pages, but high positive social exposure 
is correlated with higher rankings. That’s because social can drive organic traffic, and increased organic traffic is an indicator 
of value. But even strong social traffic won’t help a truly poor page as long as there are better, more reader-worthy pages to 
be found.

PAY ATTENTION TO STRUCTURE
Make sure you include social channel buttons that link to your various social networks on every page of your site. Also add social share 
buttons to every blog post and press release, and in all your outbound communications. This makes your content easier to share and more 
likely to be shared, which encourages traffic. Once again, publishing good content is the best bottomline strategy for getting people to visit 
your website and getting a search engine to rank your page favorably.

PICK THE RIGHT CHANNELS
Know your audience: Identity and focus on the channels they 
use. The goal is to position yourself to be found, in the places 
you know people are looking, and leverage the keywords that 
work for you. You’re better off doing a thorough job in just 
one channel rather than making a poor showing in three.

• Share content that has value for your contacts.

• Be a real person with broad interests and catchy ideas, not 
just a sales machine.

• Listen well and engage. Retweet others’ content and thank 
people when they retweet yours. Generosity looks very good 
socially.

PAY ATTENTION TO GOOGLE+
As of February 2017, StatCounter showed Google’s 
share of the search market at 82%, a position that 
hasn’t vacillated much for years. Google has given 
contradictory statements about whether social signals 
play a role in its algorithm, but most SEO professionals 
believe there is not a relationship ... at this time. 
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SEO Glossary

301 redirect: A redirect that lets search engines know that 
the content that formerly could be found through a particular 
link has been permanently moved to a different page. 

404 page: The “Not Found” error message. It’s most 
commonly displayed when site visitors follow a link or do 
a URL hack to a missing or non-existent page. It’s also 
an opportunity to help visitors find what they’re looking 
for by offering links to a site map or other pages.

Alt text: Text used with images and other non-text contexts 
to describe what the image/figure/etc. shows. Used 
because search engines can navigate only on text.

Analytics: Purchase, survey, and panel data collected 
through demographic studies, customer segmentation, 
campaign results, and other techniques. Used to 
understand and communicate marketing strategy, as well 
as to evaluate the outcomes of campaigns or efforts and 
to guide decisions for investment and targeting.

Anchor text: Text that’s visible to users and hyperlinked. Anchor 
text gives both the reader and search engines relevant descriptive 
information about the content of the link’s destination. 

Authority: The amount of trust with which search 
engines credit a site for a certain search query. It’s 
derived from related incoming links from other trusted 
sites, as well as from verified online profiles.

B2B: Business-to-business.

B2C: Business-to-consumer.

Back link: A link to a page or site, from another page or site.

Body content: The main content of a page.

Bounce rate: The ratio of users who enter and leave a website 
on the same page, without viewing any other pages.

Breadcrumbs: A list of words separated by a symbol, 
often the “greater than” sign (e.g., Home > Products > 
Inbound), that represents where the current page lies in 
the site’s page hierarchy. Usually found in the upper left 
corner of a page, below the primary navigation.

Canonical URL: The link element in a URL that webmasters 
use to specify the preferred version of a web page. 
This helps search engines recognize which page is 
authoritative in the case of duplicate content.

Conversion: Completion of a quantifiable website 
goal. Examples: ad clicks, sign-ups, sales.

Google authorship: Starting in 2011, Google included 
authorship in determining the authority and quality of 
a page, linked to Google+ “verified online profiles.” 
This practice was discontinued in August 2014.

H1 headline: The main headline of a page.

H2 headline: A subheading.
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SEO Glossary (continued)

Head word: A general key word (or phrase) intended to attract the 
buyer who is early in the buying process and doing broad research. 
An old search engine marketing adage: “Use head keywords to 
generate volume and long tail keywords to generate profit.”

HTML site map: A bulleted outline text version of a site’s 
navigation, displayed as a public-facing web page. Intended to be 
read by people rather than by search engines (see “XML sitemap”).

Hummingbird: A major Google infrastructure update launched in 
2013. Improves semantic search and additional parts of  
the algorithm.

Impression: A unique exposure of a page (or ad, etc.) to a viewer.

Index (verb): To add a web page to a search engine index.

Keyword: The word or phrase for which you want 
searchers to find your page via a search engine.

Keyword density: The ratio of keywords to content. 
High keyword density copy (“stuffing keywords”) 
may read as awkward and unnatural.

Link: Something on a web page that, when clicked on, 
causes the browser to move to another page or another 
section of the current page. Usually text or an image.

Long tail keyword: A keyword that contains multiple words, 
often five to seven or more. People looking for something very 
specific tend to use long tail keywords. Example: “goldfish” is a 
head keyword (31+ million results); “can I make my own goldfish 
crackers at home” is a long-tail keyword (128,000 results).

Metadata: “Data about data.” There are many types: a card 
in a card catalog in a library that describes the contents of 
a book, is one type of metadata. In SEO, the term is used 
most often to refer to the way data can be structured to 
furnish information about the page’s structure and content 
to search engines. Metadata is not visible on the web page, 
however, search engines may display a meta description as 
a rich snippet on the SERP (search engine results page). 

Meta description: A short description of a web page’s content, 
identified in the page’s HTML coding. This description may appear 
in your listing in search engine results, underneath the title tag. Use 
it to set the reader’s expectations for what the page will deliver.

Organic results: Results retrieved by search engines 
and ranked purely by their relevance to the search query. 
There is no advertising in organic search results.

Paid results: Pay-per-click (PPC) ads placed by advertisers or 
third-party advertising networks and displayed according to a 
formula that includes how much the advertiser pays, how relevant 
the ad is to the keyword, and the quality of the landing page.
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SEO Glossary (continued)

Panda: A Google algorithm update, launched in 
2012. Designed to lower the rank of low-quality sites, 
advertising-heavy pages, and duplicate content. 

Penguin: A Google algorithm update, launched 
in 2012. Looks for and devalues link spam.

Proof term: Terms typically included in all articles on a 
topic, thus Google expects them to be included. If a web 
page about a poodle does not include the word “dog,” 
Google may question whether the term “poodle” is 
applying to something else, like a hair or clothing style.

Relevant term: When terms that are relevant to a keyword 
appear on a page, they help create context a search 
engine can evaluate. The term “puppy” is not required 
on a page about poodles, but its presence does help 
Google determine that this page is about dogs. 

Search engine optimization (SEO): The process 
of making a website and its content highly 
relevant for search engines and searchers.

Search engine results page (SERP): The page a 
search engine returns to in response to a search 
request. It contains both paid and organic results.

Target audience: The people your content is written for; the 
ones you want to visit your site because you believe they have the 
potential to take an action you desire, such as make a purchase.

Title tag:  An HTML tag that shows search engines the title of 
a web page. This title does not show on the page itself, but 
displays when someone bookmarks your page; in search results; 
and, when the page is open, on the tab of a browser window.

URL hacking: When web visitors edit your URL 
to access parts of the site, rather than using a site 
map or going through navigation menus.

XML sitemap: A file written in computer code (Extensible 
Markup Language) that’s written only for search engines 
and is not public-facing (see “HTML site map”).

http://www.Act-On.com


See all of Act-On’s 
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Acclaim for Act-On

Act-On Software is a marketing automation company delivering innovation that empowers marketers to 
do the best work of their careers. Act-On is the only integrated workspace to address the needs of the 
customer experience, from brand awareness and demand generation, to retention and loyalty. With Act-On, 
marketers can drive better business outcomes and see higher customer lifetime value. The Act-On platform 
provides marketers with power they can actually use, without the need for a dedicated IT resource. 

About Act-On Software

Connect with us to learn more

www.act-on.com  | @ActOnSoftware |  #ActOnSW

https://www.act-on.com/about-us/kudos/awards/
https://www.act-on.com/contact/
https://www.act-on.com/
https://twitter.com/actonsoftware
https://twitter.com/hashtag/actonsw?src=hash
https://www.instagram.com/actonsoftware/
https://www.facebook.com/actonsoftware
https://plus.google.com/+ActonSW/posts
https://www.linkedin.com/company/375185http://
https://www.pinterest.com/actonsoftware/
http://https://twitter.com/actonsoftware
https://www.youtube.com/user/ActOnSoftware
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